Supramolecular strategies for protein immobilization and modification.
Protein immobilization and modification are widely used techniques in the fields of chemical biology and biomaterials science. While covalent strategies based on small molecules are traditionally used, supramolecular chemistry offers numerous useful opportunities for guiding the modification locations on complex protein landscapes and introducing different degrees of reversibility into the products. In this opinion, we highlight recent advances in using supramolecular interactions, particularly host-guest chemistry, for controlling protein modification and immobilization. We discuss supramolecular strategies for protein-conjugate purification and capture, as well as for protein modification via host-guest interactions and metal coordination. Lastly, we address recent advances in utilizing supramolecular interactions to direct covalent protein modification. These examples of supramolecular chemical biology present opportunities to advance a wide range of applications, including proteomics and drug delivery.